Abstract: BP neural network can approximate nonlinear function in any accuracy, however, it has shortcomings of slowing convergence and easy to fall into local minimum value. But the genetic algorithm has the advantages of both global and local search. Explaining the necessity of the combination of genetic algorithm and neural network based on analysis of the characteristics of the genetic algorithm and BP neural network. To improve neural network structure and setting parameters, a hybrid algorithm to optimize BP neural network based on genetic algorithm was proposed. Hybrid algorithm optimize the weights of BP neural network by an improved genetic algorithm, and make up the neural network with global random search capability of genetic algorithm easy to fall into local optimal solution of the problem. At the same time, change the traditional mechanisms of the same generation crossover in genetic algorithm, the use of parent and offspring cross avoid premature loss of the ability of evolution of genetic algorithm. The algorithm were validated by using standard data sets wine, letter-recognition of UCI database, the results show that the hybrid algorithm proposed in this paper improved the convergence speed of BP neural network and speed up the training process of the network.
INTRODUCTION
Neural network is a field that developed with the development of neurobiology, Artificial Neural Network (Artificial Neural Network, ANN) is a neural network that achieve some functions that constructed under human's understanding of brain network. Because of the artificial neural network has a high degree of parallelism, distributed storage, adaptive learning ability and other characteristics, it has been widely used in pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, forecasting, evaluation, signal processing and nonlinear control and other fields [1] [2] [3] [4] . Among them, the using of BP neural network which is the most widely. BP neural network has a network of simple structure, stable working conditions and self-learning ability, etc. Nevertheless, there are still some problems. Such as the learning algorithm slow convergence, easy to fall into local minimum value and so on. But the genetic algorithm can solve these problems precisely. Genetic algorithm can be avoided falling into local minimum, and can speed up the convergence rate. However, in genetic manipulation, the classic model that represented by standard genetic algorithm [5] , niche genetic algorithm [6] , quantum genetic algorithm [7] , hybrid genetic algorithm [8] choice the same characteristics of chromosomes from parent groups P(t) by selecting the operator to constitute the mating pool firstly, then the chromosomes in mating pool generate a new groups P(t + 1) by crossover operation, finally the parent groups P(t) eliminated by the new groups P(t + 1) . In other words, in the iteration process of the classic model, only belong to the same generation of chromosomes possible crossoperating. However, from a genetic point of view, the offspring that the same generation of chromosomes produced by genetic manipulation does not necessarily have a genetic advantage, the new generation of cross-operating does not necessarily have better than the best individual of the parent chromosome group. On the contrary, it may cause premature convergence for the algorithm. Therefore, this paper proposes a new crossover operation. Start saving for the best chromosomes from the initial population, the best parent chromosomes saved cross-operate with offspring, then choose the best individuals from the saved best parent chromosomes and the new generation generated to save. Thus ensuring optimal chromosome is always involved in genetic manipulation. Under such constraints to meet the conditions of selection operator, it ensures that the genetic operations are carried out around the best individual, and improves the search speed of the algorithm. From the experimental results, in many cases, the constraints of the same generation crossing cause a rapid decrease for the diversity of groups, so that the genetic algorithm prematurely lost the ability to evolve. But the method of using the best individual of parent participating in genetic manipulation avoid these problems the traditional algorithms existed well.
BP NEURAL NETWORK AND ITS LIMITA-TIONS

BP Neural Network Model
BP neural network was proposed by scientists who led by Rumelhart and McCelland in 1986, which constituted by an input layer, some hidden layers, and a output layer. A threelayer BP network can finish the mapping [9] of any Ndimensional to M-dimensional. In theory, BP neural network can simulate any one set of data as long as give it adequate training, BP's English name is Back Propagation, namely back-propagation, so BP neural network algorithm can be also called error back-propagation algorithm, the specific learning of this algorithm is composed by two processes [10] : one is the forward propagation process, the other is the back-propagation process. The forward propagation process which is to learn the passing of the input vector of samples from the input layer to the hidden layer to the output layer, it will reverse the spread if the output error is obvious with the expected value, namely, make the output error propagation through the hidden layer to the input layer, and successive modifications weights. Until convergence, these two processes are alternately repeated. Fig. (1) is a typical threelayer BP network model. Among them, the first layer is the input layer, the second layer is the hidden layer, third layer is the output layer.
The Limitations of BP Neural Network
Although the application of BP network is extremely extensive, but still following shortcomings [11, 12] : 1) Learning rate is fixed, resulting in network convergence is slow, difficult to grasp training.
2) Even BP algorithm makes the connection weights converge, but may get only local extreme value, because squared error function is easy to fall into local minimum.
3) Currently, the number of hidden layers and each hidden layer nodes in the network and the settings of learning parameter have no theoretical basis, they usually obtained by experience or several experiments. Although some scholars have summarized some of the empirical formulas that have supporting role, but the practical application of the results are unsatisfactory.
4) The learning and memory of Network is unstable. The entire training set shall be submitted by BP algorithm to the network at once, then join the weight's adjustments. The trained network before need to start learning again if the training sample modified.
IMPROVED GENETIC ALGORITHM
So far, there is no evidence to prove the same generation genetic better than atavistic, and the same generation genetic is easy to reduce the diversity of the populations, so make the entire algorithm prematurely losing the ability to evolve. Therefore, this paper proposes an improved genetic algorithm. Namely: using the way of atavistic, choose the best chromosome T max in the initial chromosome pool T , then ' . In this iterative process, mutation will be put on the part of the chromosome according to a certain probability. This iterative until the end condition is satisfied.
Chromosome Coding
Genetic algorithm uses encoding to instead the parameters of the problem, one corresponding relationship must be constituted between the representation of all the practical problems with the coded bits, and requires multiple encoding and decoding manipulation during operations. For the weight optimization problem of the BP neural network, This paper encode each layer of the network weights and thresholds in a real-coded way. Making the multidimensional matrix W 1 ,B,W 2 ,S which represented BP network weights and thresholds being represented in the form of a onedimensional matrix, here, each gene of the chromosome on behalf of a weight or threshold of the network. Taking the three-layer network institutions in Fig. (1) for example, its encoded form are as follows :   111 112  1  1 2  211 212  2  1 2   , , , , , , , , ,  , , , , , ,s
Generating Initial Population and Local Optimum Chromosome
Initial weights of BP neural network take value from the random decimal between a uniform distribution (-1,1) . The length of Chromosome is L = W 1 + B + W 2 + S + 1 . The last bit of each chromosome is the fitness for this chromosome, this bit doesn't involve in crossover and mutation operations in genetic operation. Herein, using the function Initalizega () of initial population to generate an initial pool of chromosome and local optimal chromosome max T , specific functions are as follows:
In the above formula, T is the initial chromosome group , T max is the optimal chromosome of the initial chromosome group, P size is the size of initial population, aa is the value range of each chromosome gene, gabpEbal is the fitness function.
Selecting Operators
The optimized results will be passed to the system-level by every sub-discipline, under condition of consistent inequality constraints, system-level applies intelligent optimization algorithm to make the target maximum (small); the selection of genetic algorithm refers to looking for the individuals with higher fitness in the whole population to generate the initial mating pool. The most common methods of selection are adapting proportional selection, the best retain selection, sorting selection and expectations selection. This paper adopts the adapting proportional selection, using the proportion between the fitness of individuals and the average fitness of the entire population to choose. Firstly, calculating the fitness of each individual in the population, then look at the ratio of this fitness account in the total population's fitness, the larger proportion of the individual account, the greater probability of being selected. On the contrary, the smaller of the probability.
For the groups given size n P = a 1 ,a 2 ,!a n { } , the fitness of individual a j !P is f (a j ) , the probability of being selected is
Fitness Function
Genetic algorithm simulates biological "survival of the fittest" mechanism by the fitness function. In the genetic algorithm, calculating the fitness of individuals through the fitness function, and reflecting the degree of the differences of individual in the population by the size of fitness of the individual, then to determine that the individual whether has right as a male to conduct the genetic manipulation of new generation. The fitness function (it is the performance evaluation function for the BP neural network in this article) of genetic algorithm is also the only standard for the genetic algorithm to guide the search, its selection is the key for the algorithm is good or bad. The fitness function need to be able to effectively guide the search along the direction of facing the optimal parameters combination, gradually approaching the optimal solution, and ensure that the search does not lead to not converging and falling into local optimum. For BP neural network, smaller the error of training is, the more the chromosome is gifted. Therefore, this article takes all individuals and the inverse of the sum of squares of the errors of all corresponding target sample as the fitness of chromosomes. Specific functions are as follows:
[ fitness] = gabpEbal(T) (4) Here, the fitness is the fitness of chromosomes. Decoding each chromosome when calculating the output value of the neural network, and calculating the weights 1 
Here, taking the three-tier structure neural network as an example, 
Crossing Operators
The purpose of the genetic algorithm in the operation of crossover is to be able to generate new individuals in the next generation. The searching capabilities of genetic algorithm improved drastically by operation of crossing and restructuring. Crossing and restructuring chromosome in genetic algorithm is the main method to obtain new superior individuals. At the same time, operation of crossing has a very important impact on the quality of the genetic algorithm. Therefore, this article select the optimal solution max T of parent to cross with the chromosome pool of offspring, thus avoiding the algorithm prematurely losing the ability to evolve. Commonly used methods of crossover are one-point Y cross-cross, two-point crossover, multiple-point crossover and uniform crossover, etc. This paper uses the method of multiple-bits intersect in a single gene. Specific algorithm is as follows:
for i = 1: P size a = floor(rand() * n) ; % n represented the length of chromosome
;%T1 is the total group of new chromosomes after crossover T 1 (2 * i,:) = T j ; end
Mutation Operators
The mutation rate in the calculation of variation usually takes 0.1 m p = , randomly select the k-th gene ik t in a single chromosome T i (t i1 ,t i2 ,!t iL!1 ) , then adding a small perturbation on ik t to achieve the mutation of chromosome. Because the best individual T max retention policy was used, so you can increase the probability of search in the vicinity of the current best individual to get the optimal solution in the operation of mutation, and do not worry about damaging the fine chromosome that already exists. So, take a good part chromosome of the population to make variability.
THE PRECONDITIONING OF DATA AND ALGORITHMIC FLOW
The Normalized Processing of Data
In the calculation of data, the attributes of the sample are diverse, and there are large differences in magnitude between some attributes, The imbalance of these data in the training process of network will lead to some attributes' characteristics can't be fully reflected, and may even lead to nonconvergence of network. Therefore, before the network training and recognition, the need for appropriate preconditioning of raw data makes it more suitable for training neural network. Here is the method of normalizing data. This method is transforming the input data of training samples and the target data, so that data is distributed on range of [-1,1] .
Normalized function used the function premnmx (). Specific formula:
Where, P is the raw inputted data, max p and min p are the maximum and minimum of P , n P is the input data after normalized process. T is the original target data, max t and min t represent the maximum and the minimum of the target data T , T n is the target data after normalized process.
The Basic Processes and The Basic Framework of Algorithm
The basic process of improving the Genetic Algorithm and optimizing the weights of neural network shown in Fig. (2) .
SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
To test the performance of the algorithm, this paper used standard data sets wine and letter-recognition of the UCI [13] database to verify the algorithm, and compared the value of fitness function of traditional algorithm with the value of the improved algorithm under the same number of iteration (Experimental environment: CPU is Celeron1.6, memory: 1GB, operating system: Windows XP, programming languages: Matlab2009). Experiment 1 used the data of wine, the network converges faster in training since the small amount of data. Respectively, Fig. (3) and Fig. (4) are the curves of fitness of traditional algorithm and improved algorithm in 200 times iterations. Judging from changes in the fitness, the improved algorithm is much better than the traditional algorithm, in the same 200 times iterations, the fitness of improved algorithm reached about 0.7, while the traditional algorithm reached only about 0.2. Fig. (5) and Fig. (6) are the curves of the number of network's convergence for the two algorithms, under the same conditions, the number of network training of the improved algorithm was significantly lower than traditional algorithm.
Experiment 2 used the data of letter-recognition, selecting 200 samples of each type from the 26 classes data to train. Fig. (7) and Fig. (8) are the curves of fitness of traditional algorithm and improved algorithm in 200 times Fig. (3) . The curve of fitness of traditional algorithm (wine). Fig. (4) . The curve of fitness of improved algorithm (wine). Fig. (6) . The network training of improved algorithm (wine). Fig. (7) . The curve of fitness of traditional algorithm (letter-recognition). Fig. (8) . The curve of fitness of improved algorithm (letter-recognition). Fig. (9) . The network training of traditional algorithm (letter-recognition). iterations. The effect of network training of the traditional algorithm and improved algorithm shown in Fig. (9) and Fig. (10) .
CONCLUSION
The genetic algorithm is widely used on dealing with optimizing problem, and using genetic algorithm is also very common on the problem of optimizing the weights of the neural network. However, most of the genetic algorithms can't avoid the problem of premature convergence caused by the same generation cross, the improved genetic algorithm proposed in this paper avoids this problem. Combining the advantage of global search the algorithm owns with the advantage of convergence speed the BP neural network has will improve the convergence speed of BP neural network well and accelerate the training process of the network. It provides a better way to solve some practical problems, such as classification and the analysis of principal component and so on. From the experimental results can be seen, the effect which the algorithm for the data of large size sample is more obvious. The effect of this method is very good in handling continuous data. However, there are still some problems in dealing with discrete data, and also need the further improvements.
